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Many of us have cruising dreams, some are lucky enough to live
the dream, but few go about building the dream – the hard way
… CHRISTINE DANGER talks to Chris Guthrie about the mammoth
project of building his own catamaran.

T

here is nothing quite
as demanding and allconsuming as building your
own boat – two boats in fact,
since we are talking about a
catamaran! Why would you choose this
colossal endeavour in preference for the
significantly speedier and easier option
of buying one, new or secondhand?
For Chris Guthrie, builder of Outback
Dreamer, a 12m Easy catamaran, it is
about making a 34 year old dream come
true. It is about the intense satisfaction
of building your own craft, making your
own choices, knowing everything about
every square inch of it. It is also about
getting a yacht you can afford.
Skills wise, Chris’s engineering and
electronics background, technical bent
and single-mindedness mean he can
pretty much accomplish anything he
sets out to do. He knew he would enjoy
the challenge and had the resilience to
cope. “It took me 10 years to redevelop

my farm, it will take me half the time to
build the boat. It’s achievable.”
Chris always knew his boat of choice
was a catamaran – “I want an oceangoing boat and stable platform. As a
kid I enjoyed sailing small cats, like the
Attunga 18ft and dreamt of sailing off
on overnight trips in my own craft – not
having to turn around and return to the
beach.”

left: What the finished product looks
like! The first ‘Sarah’ designed and
built by Peter and Ann Snell.
top: First milestone – one hull is at
frame stage; the shape appears.
above: One happy boat builder – Chris
has just finished sheeting a hull.
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After investigating different designs,
he settled on the one he could not only
construct, but where the financial outlay
was gradual. “I could not afford to pay
a large sum of money upfront, so other
self-builds like the Schionning or Fusion
were out of reach.” After reading an
article in Multihull World by Peter Snell,
designer of the Easy catamarans, the
dice was thrown. Chris purchased the
plans for the 12m cat, model ‘Sarah’,
of marine plywood and epoxy glass
construction.
The build started over four years ago
on the ANZAC 2010 weekend in a most
unlikely boat building location. Chris
and partner Michelle live on a farm near
Shepparton in Victoria, some 200kms
from the sea. They extended one of
their sheds to house what now hides a
huge and incongruous contraption in the
middle of this rural setting.
Imagine the start: you have received
30 sheets of plans, a materials list
as long as your arm and a reference
booklet as your bible to guide you
through the build of the biggest
Meccano set you’ve ever seen. How
overwhelming and daunting would that
be! And let’s face it, the devil is in the
detail, and not all details are necessarily
in the plans!
Little by little the materials were
bought and stored away. The collection
of manual and power tools expanded
as the build demanded. At every step
of the way there are decisions to make
about the components you use. It starts
with deciding on the type of marine
ply to buy. Chris opted for the better
quality lightweight imported ply from
Europe, to sheet Outback Dreamer. But
it does not stop at the ply. You have
to conduct research on everything:
plumbing, electrics, electronics, deck
hardware. This is where a good network
of suppliers, sailing friends and boat
building colleagues come in handy. They
not only help think through options,
make recommendations and help solve
problems, but they also encourage you
and keep your spirits up. It is such a
long term commitment that unavoidably
there are times when you feel it will
never end. You have to keep setting
small goals, achieve them, and then
focus on the next ones; as Chris says:
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from top:
Michelle on top of the hull. Every hole has been bogged.
Big milestone – it’s a team effort to turn each hull over.
Two hulls now the right way up.

“How do you eat an elephant? One bite
at a time.”
Chris describes the various milestones
and highlights along the way:
• Seeing the bare bones of the two
hulls, upside down
• The skinned and glassed hulls
• The turning over of the hulls and
joining them
• Attaching the bridge deck
• Building the deck and standing on ‘the
big dance floor’ for the first time.
The biggest thrill is seeing the reaction
of visitors as they enter the shed and
discover the enormity of what is hiding
in there. “Watching their amazed faces
is priceless and gives me a real sense of
achievement.”
But it is not all fun and games. Chris
admits the woodwork is the easy part.
“It’s quite simple, really, you just cut bits
of wood and epoxy them together!” The
more technically difficult aspect of the
build is understanding the electronics,
electrical and plumbing systems. The
internal layout is also challenging. The fit
out is tricky and not every detail can be
captured in the plans, as much of the
layout is up to personal choice, so to
some degree, you have to make it up as
you go.
“Once the shell is made, it is a lot of
hard work: detailed, finicky, not a lot of
fun.” And this became tougher when a
year into the build, Chris developed an
allergy to epoxy. “I should have started
with Bote-Cote Resin (less allergenic),
but did not, so now I am paying for it.”

Since then, Michelle’s involvement has
had to increase – there was not much
choice. That is another challenge; once
you have started, you are committed
and have to keep going somehow.
Michelle has glassed every square inch
of Outback Dreamer. Her engineering
background has also helped a lot.
The allergy to epoxy resin certainly
features as the biggest low in this
demanding project. Itchy face, hands
and arms are a pain in more ways than
one. You get a reaction, looking a bit
like the elephant man, stay away from
the epoxy for a few days, then try again,
all cloaked in protective clothing and
breathing apparatus. “You think you
have protected yourself, but you cop it
again and again.” It is painful, debilitating
and frustrating.

Big progress: Hulls joined, bridge deck
done, we can see the sugar scoop
steps!
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Other lows are the silly little mistakes
that set you back and you get annoyed
with yourself. This is when you get
disheartened. “Just remind me why I am
doing this?” Chris asks, and Michelle
retorts “don’t ask me, I’d rather you did
some farm work!”
Some 4000 hours have been spent
to-date and there is probably close to
another 1000 to go. On average Chris
devotes 20 hours a week to the boat. It
is a huge commitment when you have

to balance other aspects of life, like kids,
a regular job, the farm, holidays, not
to mention your partner. Evenings and
weekends get gobbled up. You need to
be determined and unyielding. You also
need to be a jack of all trades. The only
parts Chris is not doing himself are the
stainless steel work, the laser cutting,
plastic and aluminium welding.
If this enterprise started as one man’s
dream, the boat build has certainly now
become a couple’s
project. After so much
work already, and still
more to come, you can
only hope that Chris and
Michelle will enjoy the
fruits of their labours.
You hear of so many
stories of people striving
for the dream, only to
find that one partner
gets sick, or the sailing
experience is not what
they hoped for. “The
only thing that worries
me is sea sickness, for
both of us.” Remember
Chris, pick a nice
calm summer’s day to
introduce Michelle to the
joys of sailing.
But the end is in
sight. Now four years
into what he hopes will
be a less than five year
project, Chris is starting

to think about the transportation of
Outback Dreamer out of the shed into
Docklands.
First, you have to get the boat out
of the shed. Hydraulic jacks will lift the
4.8 tons boat, so steel ‘slippers’ can
be placed under the mini keels and
rudders. A tractor will then drag it out
in low range, after which the cat will be
bedded down on a semi-trailer, and
driven up the road. A Vic Road escort
and pilot car will lead the semi and its
precious cargo all the way to Melbourne
in the middle of the night, to minimise
traffic disruptions.
So to get it into the water it’s “back
onto the jetty, slam the breaks on and
hope it falls in?” Not quite. It will be
taken off the semi on a travel lift and
lowered into the water, ready for the
next phase: mast and rigging installation.
For the next few months, Chris is on a
mission. He would love to have Outback
Dreamer in the water by the end of the
year, but there is still an awful lot to do,
so time will tell.
And what comes next? One can
imagine an incredibly nervous but elated
sailor taking his dream to its mooring
in Western Port. “You and Wade might
have to hold my hand as we motor away
from the slipway.”
Stay tuned for the ‘shake down’ sail
(otherwise known as ‘how the heck
does this thing work?’) in a future issue
of Australian Multihull World.

Christine Danger and partner
Wade Bishop are part of the Easy
Catamarans’ family. They sail
on Take It Easy, an 11.6m Easy
designed and built by Peter and Ann
Snell. Follow their adventures on
www.sv-takeiteasy.com
above left: Serious man’s cave –
Chris in his shed.
left: The dance floor is coming along!
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